
Small Groups and Home Study
Week of March 19th, 2023

Opening Prayer
A member of the group may open the time with prayer.

● Why might sheep and Shepherd imagery be common in the Bible?
● What do you think this imagery says about God and God's relationship to

human beings?
● What knowledge or first-hand experience of real sheep do you have, if any?

How does it affect your response to religious imagery featuring sheep and
shepherds?

● While AJ likes the image of religious leaders as “pastors” (essentially,
Shepherds) she writes she is “less happy with the metaphor of the
congregation as sheep... congregation’s should not be sheep: docile, silent,
unimaginative, unthinking… congregation’s should be disciples: questioning,
asking for clarification, challenging, advancing." How do you respond? When,
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if ever, have you been part of such a congregation? How did the
congregation's “Shepherds” respond?

Read SILENTLY Matthew 15:21-28
● After silent reading, share with the group how have you imagined the tone of the

voices and inflections as you imagined what was being said in the reading:
○ The disciple’s words in verse 23
○ Jesus’s words to the woman in verse 24
○ The woman’s words to Jesus in verse 25
○ Jesus’ words to the woman in verse 26
○ The woman’s words to Jesus in verse 27
○ Jesus’ words to the woman in verse 28

Just for fun. These videos show how others have portrayed the story. The second one is a
bit cringy…

The Faith Of A Canaanite Woman Matthew 15 21 28

Matthew 15:21-28 Jesus rids a Woman's Daughter of a Demon

61. Jesus and the Syrophoenician Woman - Mark 7:24-30

● Why do you think Jesus does not immediately heal this one's daughter as she begs
him to? How do you feel towards Jesus throughout most of the story?

● Matthew identifies the woman as a Canaanite as AJ explains it, “part of the earlier
population of the land of Israel ... generally regarded by the Bible as idolaters." What
difference, if any, do you think this detail made to Jesus? To Matthew's original,
increasingly non-jewish, audience? Do you find yourself identifying with this woman?

● What is this “food” Jesus is talking about in verse 26? What other biblical comments
about food does his comment make you think of? How do all these scriptures
influence your reaction to Jesus's comment here?

Watch and Discuss Video #3
Link: Video 4 (If using ZOOM, you can have one person open the video and share their
screen)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEW-kVjHlFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TMipx4s0qk
https://youtu.be/0ZlRb6wNtGA?t=46
https://www.cokesbury.com/download/getdownload/de0eb103-229f-4fa2-803b-af91202a1011
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● AJ says the word exclusivity “connotes exclusive clubs in which you cannot become a
member unless you have the right attributes, the right income, the right
connections, the right politics.” Have you ever been excluded in this sense? What
happened? Do you think our Church is exclusive in any of these, or other, ways? Why
or why not? If so, what can you do to encourage more inclusion?

● AJ knows the story contains the first time we hear a woman's direct speech in
Matthew's gospel, and that her speech “sounds like the beginning of a lament
Psalm” such as Psalm 6. Read Psalm 6. How does the woman's pleading with Jesus
echo this Psalm? What significance, if any, do you see in the fact that this woman is
the first woman we directly hear in Matthew?

● AJ says some commentators (she is not among them) say Jesus is teasing the women
or testing her faith before granting the miracles she seeks. How plausible or
convincing do these explanations of Jesus's response to the woman seem to you?

● Does the Canaanite woman teach us something about the nature of faith? If so,
what? If not, what about the woman's Faith does Jesus ultimately recognize and
praise? Why didn't he do it sooner?

Closing thoughts?


